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ekctrons_ In this compound. however, the effective atomic number of the collalt is 
two greater than that of krypton. 

On reaction of (II) with triphenylphosphine in benzene ocly one carbor~yl group 
wa.s displaced to give (tetraphenylcyzlobutadiene) (triphenyIphosphine)cobalt carbonyl 
bromide (III) (m-p. 225-230” decomp.), which was also paramagnetic. 

-“i’umerous workers have described the ahnninum chloride catalyzed reaction of 
metal carbons-i halides with aromatic hylrocarbons to give rr-arene-metal complexess. 
(Tetrapheny!cq-dobutadiene)cobalt dicarbonyi bromide (II) reacted simikarly with 
benzene, toiuene or mesitylene under these conditions to @x-e, after treatment of the 
product with saturated aqueons potassium bromide, the (z-arene)(.-r-tetraphenyl- 
cycIobutadieue)cobzlt(I) bromid+zs (IV, S = Br. R = R’ = H: R = CH,. R’ =H 

and R = R’ = CH,) in 53, 62 and cjz o. ,A yields respectiwly-. These complexes were 
very stable yellow c~staliiue solids. readily soluble in methanol, and like the well- 

ILTIOWI isoekctmnic (rr-c_vciopentadien\-I)(~-tetraphen~lc~-clobutadiene)cobalt, were 
all diamagnetic. This was shown b_v the sharp proton resonances which were obsen-ed 
for these complexes. the positions and intensities of which were in qgreement with the 
propo_xd structure5 

11-e thank the Petroleum Research Fund of the American Chemical Society for a 

grznt (So. r.~gii-:\I) and Johnson, Matthey and 3IalIory for the Ioan of paliadium 
chloride. 

The ultraviolet properties of some perphenyiated linear and cyclic 
polysilanes 

Subsequent to the initiai work by ‘iague and Prince* ore the ultraviolet properties 

of hexnphen_vIdisiIane, related investigations with other linear and branched-chain 
poI_\sihmes have been carried OU~~-~-‘-~-~. These later investigations suggested that the 
ultraviolet spectral properties of polysiknes are due to the silicon-silicon bond 
cbromophore. and a.ho\ved a number of structure-absorption ruIc; to be formulated. 
L\‘e hat-e now e_-_- ed the uhtra~-iolet propertis of the perphenylated linear pal>-- 

siIane series, Ph(SiPh,),Ph (1~ = 3 through ‘7) and of all the avaiIabIe cyclosilane’ 

derivatives. 
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TABLE 1 

177 

CLTRXX’IOLET SPECTRAL DAT.I FOR THE PERPHESYLATED LIXZAR POLYSILASE SERIES, Ph(SiPh_),Ph. 

IL 2&._5 32.000= 
3 233 31.200 s 
+ ~35 (shoulder) 31&o s. 9 

zss 12.soo 
5 230 (shoulder) 36.300 b 

“-g6_5 27.3oo 
G ‘33 (shoulder) 3S.300 c 

3LZ 3osoo 
7 ‘35 (shoulder) 4S.300 i 

32-z 3S.000 

- 
0 Lit. 1 value. 31.600. b H. Gitman and D. R. Chapman, unpublished studiesa. c H. Gilman and 

R. Harrell, unpublished studi&. 

TABLE 2 

ULTR.AVIOLET SPECTR.\L D.&T.% FOR SOME CYCLOSILASE DERIV.~TIVES 

.-- - . ..-_ __---_ _ 

(SiPh,)Q 

13-t 
2;0 

25 I (shoulder) 

249 (shoulder) 

250 (shoulder) 

“3‘ go0 13 
233 (shoulder) 2,ooo 

XI 

II 

a For a comparison of the ultra\%Jlet properties of this cyclosilant with its cycIogermane 
anzlog. see ref. IO. b H. Gilman and S. G. Cottis, unpublished studit+. C H. Gilman and S. Inouc. 
unpublished studies. 
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Table r l&s the spectral properties observed for the PhjSiPh,)RPh series. The 
characterization of this series presented a difficult probIem when the usual ana+ical, 
spect_ral and chemical methods were empIoyed. It is, however, obvious from an 
e_xamination of Table I that the ultraviolet properties of a given homofogous poly- 
sifane series can give direct and highly useful information concerning the length of the 
Si chain_ _X comparkon of thse data with those obtained3 for the analogous permethyi- 

ated pol+Iane series, JIe(SiJiei),Xe, * again ilIustrates the large bathochromic shifts 
asLtiated with phenyI substitution_ In addition, the increased complexity of the 
spectra with increa&g chain Iength is consistent with the JIe(SiJfe.J,Jfe series. 

The spectral data for aIL the available q-closilane derivatives are given in Table 
2. Although on& a few cyclosiiane derivatives have been described, it appears that the 
most pronounced bathochromic shifts will be obsemed with the smaller rings. Since 
the ultraviolet spectral properties have been associated with the Si-Si chromophore. 
the bathochromic shift obsemed with (SiPh,.J4 ma\- be a reflection of the incresed 
ground state eners of this molecule resulting from-internal strain. 

The only permeth-Iated cycIoGIane which has been described is (SIe,Si!,_ 

_-Vthough this compound was reported I4 to absorb at 2So m;c, we ha\-e objerx-ed that 
owe sampIes of (JIe.Si), show no masirma in this re_gion. 
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